Abstract
Introduction
One of the most important features of paper-and-pencil tests is the relatively unobtrusive role of the examiner. The widespread availability of computers allows one to carry this feature to its logical extreme and eliminate the examiner altogether by putting tests on the computer. Computerized testing presents a number of potential advantages. First, it is possible to use computers to collect some of the data that are typically lost when one changes from individual oral tests to written group testing. In particular, it is possible to record the amount of time needed (or used) to respond to each item as well as to associate response latencies with both characteristics of the item (e.g., difficulty) and characteristics of the response (e.g., correct or incorrect). Most importantly, computers can allow for truly interactive, adaptive tests, whereby the responses affect the subsequent choice of test items, scoring rules, or response formats.
An important issue in automated testing is whether the computer format itself affects responses to the test. To put in a question, do people receive similar scores on a paper-and-pencil version as they do on a computer-presented version of the same test? Results of some experiments indicate that computer presented tests can be used with minimal loss in the accuracy or acceptability of the test (Elwood, 1969; Johnson & Mihal, 1973; Katz & Dalby, 1981) .
The most sophisticated strategy for computerized adaptive testing involves applying latent trait theory or item response theory to intelligence testing (Urry, 1977; Urry & Dorans, 1981) . These theories provide methods for estimating the difficulty of each item, the discriminating power of the item, and the probability of guessing the correct answer to that item independently of the sample being tested. Because the computer continually reevaluates the estimation of the subject's ability and selects optimal test items, it is possible to achieve considerable accuracy in estimating a student's ability using an extremely small set of questions. However, these kinds of fully adaptive testing strategies suffer from some disadvantages. For example, they require some training time for estimating the student's ability and each item's difficulty. Additionally, the tutor who designs the course has the domain expertise to determine how and if two varying questions stand in contextual correlation. Methods could be offered to the tutor enabling him or her to use this metaknowledge to adapt the test without deep programming knowledge. Therefore, the main motivation towards the investigation of semi-adaptive testing strategies is to find a promising approach to tackle these problems.
The tutoring system that combines with the concept of semi-adaptive testing should be generic and flexible to retain all the advantages of semi-adaptive testing strategies and also offer the convenient opportunity to easily design a test without having programming skills. Thus, it is a challenging task to automate the repetitive process of testing and to meld it with an adaptable tutoring system, which students could use for simulating both written and oral tests. Furthermore, this chapter also presents the following related questions:
• What kinds of test paradigms are normally used in written and oral tests?
• How can test paradigms have influence on the design of semi-adaptive testing strategies?
• How can semi-adaptive testing strategies be implemented in a tutoring system?
• How must a tutoring system be designed to support functionality for applying semi-adaptive testing strategies?
• What advantages and disadvantages does a generic tutoring system have in comparison to traditional domain-specific tutoring system architecture?
As previously mentioned, the computer format in automated testing has not been shown to affect the students' responses to the identical test in paper and pencil format. The following section will examine how a traditional paper-andpencil test can be transformed into an automated test. It will discuss, in detail, how a typical test model is mapped from the computer format of a multiplechoice test. The resulting conclusions from these analyses are used to develop semi-adaptive testing strategies to avoid the problems of fully adaptive testing strategies. Examples are given using course material of the subject "Operating Systems" for illustrating. Since these strategies are presented in their general nature, a generic tutoring system concept is proposed for implementing the corresponding testing component. For this, the meta-language XML is used as the approach. All items in conjunction suggest a Web-based generic tutoring system with semi-adaptive testing strategies is presented. Related work and conclusion finish this chapter.
Mapping Traditional Tests in the Multiple-Choice Format
Student evaluation in higher education is normally based on written group tests. In special settings in which the number of students is less than 10 individuals, it is possible to expect more efficient and personalized interaction using oral tests. Oral test can offer evaluation over different aspects of learning that a written test cannot, and furthermore provide adaptability, both of which will be discussed later in this chapter. In this section, written tests are analyzed in detail and it is discussed how computerized multiple-choice tests can map a traditional test's knowledge, for example where textual answers to questions about factual information are required.
An important question when dealing with computerized tests is whether people receive similar scores on a paper-and-pencil version as they do on a computerpresented version of the same test. Surprisingly, few studies have been conducted on this issue and most of them have featured small samples and inconclusive results. Nevertheless, studies by Elwood (1969) , Johnson and Mihal (1973) , and Katz and Dalby (1981) suggest two important conclusions. First, test scores obtained using computer-presented tests are highly correlated with scores on paper-and-pencil tests. Second, there is evidence that people view computerized tests more positively than equivalent paper-and-pencil tests. Third, there is some evidence that cultural differences might be smaller on computerized tests than on paper-and-pencil tests (Johnson & Mihal, 1973 ). It appears possible, then, that computers could be used to present many tests with little loss in the accuracy or acceptability of testing.
The typical generic model format for questions in traditional examinations consists of an initial section broadly requiring the student to repeat, and hence demonstrate knowledge on the material taught in a lecture. This will carry typically 30-40% of the marks. The next and largest section of the question will normally set some practical problems, requiring a "design" approach with some use of numerical calculations, but fully based on the taught material: this will typically carry about 50% of the marks. A residual small proportion of marks is reserved for the "sting in the tail," a small test of more advanced ability which attempts to stretch and discriminate those aiming for first-class marks (Remmers& Rummel, 1959) .
Clearly, this philosophy does not map easily into the multiple-choice format, which is most readily employed where textual answers to questions about factual information are required. However, questions involving the calculation of numerical results are certainly not precluded, although ones involving more than a small number of steps may be argued to be unfair since a minor slip could cause an error in the numerical result. In a traditional examination, a significant number of marks would still be awarded for a correct method, even if the numerical answer were to be wrong.
Comparing the approach to the design of the "bit size" questions in multiplechoice question papers with the approach in traditional papers discussed above, it is clear that the first part of the traditional question, essentially based on factual knowledge, is relatively easy to translate into multiple-choice format and it is also normally not difficult to ask more subtle questions that correspond to the final "sting in the tail" section. Doubts about the comprehensiveness of multiple-choice methods of testing thus focus almost entirely on the portion of the traditional question that is typically a numerical design exercise. While the loss of the ability to ask questions of this type may be lamented, it should be recognized that it has many shortcomings. Such questions frequently involve somewhat subtle uses of the English language that can be misunderstood by some students, particularly those for whom English is not their mother language (by the way, many subtle cultural assumptions exist about the meaning of language). Many of the steps in such questions can be broken into a combination of factual and short calculation questions, which are suitable for conversion to multiple-choice question. Moreover, it may also be argued that problem-solving ability can be tested independently in a single, separate, generic problem-solving exercise such as project work.
From Test Paradigms to Semi-Adaptive Testing Strategies
In comparison to written tests, oral tests offer different aspects for evaluating students' progression. Oral tests are normally adaptive because of their interactive nature. The tutor intuitively and instantly adapts to the student, deciding what to ask next based on the moment-to-moment evaluation of the particular student's answers. The tutor evaluates by using their personal experiences, stereotypes of students' knowledge, domain knowledge, and other immeasurable issues (e.g., the tutor's emotional state). In this section, test paradigms are presented and the corresponding semi-adaptive testing strategies are described.
Naive Testing
The naive testing strategy is one of the most basic and generic strategies. This strategy is called naïve because it presents test questions without specific order or preference and without adaptations via students' reactions. Even though it is often used in traditional testing situations for large groups in a general manner it has disadvantages. Unfortunately, it neither deals with students as individual learners nor provides a detailed description of each student's knowledge.
Causal Link Testing
In oral exams, the tutor often decides dynamically what to ask next. This adaptation depends on the tutor's impressions and on the student's right or wrong answers. The simplest method for this strategy is to start testing with a moderately difficult item. If the student answers the item correctly, then a more difficult item will follow. If the student fails this first item, then an easier item will follow. Testing proceeds in this manner, always following a correct answer with a more difficult in-depth question, and an incorrect answer with an easier, more basic question. Evaluation occurs by considering the right and wrong answers chosen during the test.
This strategy is adaptive at every stage of testing and this flexibility can more specifically describe the student's knowledge; however, the actual measuring presents some complications. The evaluation cannot be based purely on the quantity of questions answered correctly, since each student could possibly have a different combination of questions with each question varying in difficulty. Thus, the student's skill is not tested merely through the direct answer to each specific question, but also implicitly given by links. Answer-dependent links here are called causal links.
By means of causal links, all possible correlations between questions can occur. Causal links follow the assumption that corresponding measures must be implemented via the wrong or right answer of the student in order to present the more basic or advanced questions (see Figure 1 ).
Ordering Constraint Testing
In a traditional test, the teacher often elaborates a problem situation aiming to find out acquired learning processes, scientific abilities, and how the student correlates this knowledge. The main assumption here is that the student acquires knowledge by "online" correction, which will enable the student to solve more advanced questions within the test. In other words, through the correction of an earlier given problem the student will be able to solve advanced problems later in the test that use the earlier problem as base. This can happen only if the student recognizes the conceptual errors and is able to auto-correct him or herself.
The corresponded semi-adaptive testing strategy for this test paradigm is called ordering constraint. By ordering constraints, the tutor is able to construct a Observe in Figure 2 that there is a contextual redundancy between the questions. The tutor is not able to predefine a fixed testing sequence; even causal links cannot benefit it. However, this fixed testing sequence is important in order to design questions that are connected by a contextual structure; for instance, building a more and more complex situation by using each question of the sequence. Interactivity can be augmented by means of contextual-related questions instead of merely using one complex question. It follows that the higher the test's interactivity, the more motivated the student is and furthermore the interactivity yields more data for evaluating the student. By using ordering constraints:
• The contextual granularity of questions can be refined as much as possible.
• Interactivity and communication can be increased. • Contextual redundancy is avoided.
• Complex problem situations can be successively created.
Using ordering constraints, the example above can be modified to the following structure (see Figure 3 ).
Ordering constraints assumes that the student learns with the augmented interactivity. A student's answer to one part of an ordering constraint question
Figure 2. Motivating ordering constraints.
Question A Two processes communicate over a common buffer. The producer fills the buffer, during which consumer consumes the buffer content. How many semaphores are required to avoid contentions?
Question B (True-False Question)
Two processes communicate over a common buffer. The producer fills the buffer, during which consumer consumes the buffer content. Two semaphores are required to report between the processes admission of the events, "buffer is empty" and "buffer is full". could be right or wrong; regardless, the student could recognize his or her eventual misconception and correct it in order to answer the following questions of an ordering constraint test correctly. As mentioned, an ordering constraint is developed to be used in contextual related questions, but it is important that the test designer (human tutor) be aware of a balance and an order between the chosen questions.
Balancing Constraint Testing
As observed in tests, the tutor often presets the order of the questions and reconfigures them to tolerate slips, faults, and errors up to a certain limit. If this error limit is crossed, the tutor can either repeat the last questions or use this breach of limit for evaluation. This paradigm takes into account that one wrong answer does not necessarily mean that the student cannot respond to a more in-depth question on this topic.
The corresponding semi-adaptive testing strategy is called balancing constraint. Figure 4 shows values n, p and a. The n value implies an arithmetic average a for the last n selected questions. If a is greater than p, the system may continue selecting the next question and following the ordering constraints, causal links or naive selection. Otherwise, the selection repeats the last n questions.
One known semi-adaptive testing strategy is to divide the test into two or three sections. Examinees that do well in the first section of the test are routed to the more difficult items in Section 2; examinees that show average or poor performance are routed to the less difficult items in Section 2. Similarly, a student's performance on the second section of the test determines which items he or she will encounter in the third section of the test. The student who correctly answers most of the difficult items in Section 2 might go on to the most difficult items in Section 3. Examinees that either do poorly on the difficult items or well on the easy items in Section 2 might go on to the less difficult items in Section 3.
The introduced balancing constraint strategy is of a more fundamental nature than the strategy given in the last section. In that example, each of the three described sections can be interpreted as a balancing constraint. This last strategy differs in that the student's result for one section will determine which section is presented next. In contrast to balancing constraints, the strategy described in the last paragraph is more general, permitting links to any section in the test. It is possible to reach more generality with this strategy; however, for the rest of the chapter the initially introduced balancing constraint is considered.
All testing strategies described above require expert information to determine exactly which question should be presented next and what correlations the questions have with one another. These decisions must be determined by a tutor as the test is designed and programmed. This is a reason why those testing strategies are called semi-adaptive. In reality, evaluation praxis mix several testing strategies and therefore it might be a challenging task to recognize more intuitive human testing strategies than those described above.
Implementing Semi-Adaptive Test Strategies
In the context of a tutoring system, testing strategies are selection mechanisms that determine what question has to be presented next. The last section described three semi-adaptive testing strategies, called causal links, ordering constraints, and balancing constraints. In this section, the meta-language XML is used as an approach to implement these strategies. Examples of the subject "Operating Systems" accompany the description.
As stated previously, the causal links-based selection is sensitive to the right and wrong answers of a question. Causal links require references. For the case in which the answer is right, the attribute is called forward and the attribute for the wrong answer is backward, respectively. Both attributes are specified as IDREFS-type (see Figure 5 ). Using causal links, it is possible to create cyclic structures, but this problem has to be dealt with on the programming side and not on the parser side. In Figure 5 , the schema of Figure 1 is put in XML. The DTD-file that specifies the XML test language has not been shown here, but can be found in Brust (2002 Brust ( , 2003 . Multiple-choice questions can possibly offer more than one correct answer. Thus, the test and system designer has to choose a meaningful and consistent interpretation for the different cases (Brust, 2002) .
In this chapter, it is defined as follows. Let us suppose a multiple-choice question consisting of a question, and a correct and wrong answer. The alternative answers use forward-and backward-references. Given the case that the correct answer is selected, the forward-reference has influence on the test's course; therefore the backward-reference is ignored. If the correct answer is not selected, the forward-reference is ignored. Here, the backwardreference is important for the test. In the other case, where the wrong answer is not selected, the forward-reference is followed and the backward-reference is ignored. Consequently, if the wrong answer is selected, the forwardreference is ignored and the backward-reference has influence on the test course as illustrated on Question A in Figure 5 .
The attributes forward and backward are optional. That is, alternative answers might be used with or without these attributes. Therefore, both simple and semiadaptive tests can be designed.
(Dynamic) Ordering Constraints
Analyzing ordering constraints, contextual related questions could become dependent in the sense that they cannot be presented without other members of an Ordering Constraint. Therefore, the test designer must identify these questions and must mark these dependencies. Let us suppose that there is a test using the naive strategy, causal link strategy, and ordering constraint strategy. The described dependencies create a situation where only the first element and no other member of a dependent ordering constraint question can be chosen. Principally, the marked and dependent questions appear as one questioncluster for the selection mechanism of the testing component.
While creating some ordering constraints covering the same topic, it can be observed that the contextual structure is often very similar. They commonly start with the same introduction and the more the questions progress, the more they vary, as illustrated in Figure 6 . There are four separated but similar ordering constraints in the figure.
In Figure 6 , there is a compressed format of the same four ordering constraints, whereby the dotted lines are alternatives. These new possibilities aim to facilitate the test design, making it faster, more compact, easier to read, and also to create; hence it is more efficient and user-friendly. Ordering constraints that offer alternatives are called dynamic ordering constraints. Graphs with different semantic edges are introduced by using dynamic ordering constraints. The problem of creating cycles has been mentioned in causal links, but ordering constraints also presents this problem.
Balancing Constraints
From a conceptual point of view, balancing constraint-oriented selection testing strategy is superior to the preceding selection strategies. This hierarchal Figure 8 . Ordering constraints and the resulting dynamic ordering constraint.
<Test balanced="3 70"> <xTest id="Critical Section" order="Realization"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Realization" order="Semaphore CSH Monitor" orderType="alternative" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Semaphore" order="ProConSemaph" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="ProConSemaph" order="Final" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="CSH" order="ProConCSH" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="ProConCSH" order="Final" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Monitor" order="Signal1 Signal2 Signal3" orderType="alternative" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Signal1" order="ProConMonitor" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Signal2" order="ProConMonitor" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Signal3" order="ProConMonitor" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="ProConMonitor" order="Final" type="forced"> ... </xTest> <xTest id="Final" type="forced"> ... </xTest> </Test> attribute can easily be transmitted to the design language. The configuration is done in the root-element test. The attribute balanced has both the value n and the value p. The n value implies arithmetic average a for the last n selected questions. The p value determines if the average a is greater than p (see Figure 8) . In this case, the system may continue selecting the next question and follow the ordering constraints, causal links or naive selection. In the other case, the selection repeats the last n questions.
As mentioned earlier, ordering constraints is a more sophisticated strategy than causal links and can provide highly complex problems. By introducing balancing constraints, one begins to ask how to set the preferences with so many strategies at work, where causal links, ordering constraints, and balancing constraints are used in one test. Balancing constraints is purely interested in the student's performance in a subset of a test. Therefore, it makes sense to interpret the balancing constraint testing strategy as being of a higher priority than the others are. In fact, with the conflict between the strategies some pedagogical questions come up; however they are not further discussed here.
Testing in a Generic Tutoring System
In this section, tutoring systems are proposed as the principal tools for realizing automated testing. For this, a generic tutoring system concept is created in order to illustrate how the semi-adaptive testing strategies causal links, ordering constraints, and balancing constraints can be implemented in such a system. Tutoring systems are founded on presentation systems. Presentation systems can present a greater quantity of facts (e.g., the chapter in a book) in a predetermined order. The software involved is solely dedicated to illustrate and present the information. There is no learning dialog between the system and the student. The presentation of the teaching material can occur, for example, based on text, pictures, video, animation, audio and so forth. The interaction between the user and the software is restricted to the order in which the course is presented. In comparison, tutoring systems present the teaching material and additionally pose questions and direct the course further (dependent on the answers of the student). Normally with a tutoring system, the student gets a direct or a delayed feedback. Domain-dependent tutoring systems are developed for a specified domain as illustrated in Figure 9 . The domain and the specialized tutoring system appear as an inseparable unit. Component reuse is rarely applied in the field of tutoring systems, because of the experimental nature of this research field. In addition, because interference mechanisms were particularly designed for the specific tutoring system they deliver better results than generic systems. In spite of the better results, traditional tutoring systems also carry negative characteristics. The development of a traditional tutoring system spans several persons within an educational setting. Often neither methods nor knowledge can be reused (Devedzic, 1998) . In addition, the knowledge engineer must have programming skills in order to enhance and to evaluate the system. In the proposed generic concept, the domain was separated from the tutoring system. Figure 9 shows the proposed architecture.
The main benefit of a separation is the possibility to apply an XML-specified language for tests and, thus, to establish standard directives for test design (Leiva, 2000) . Based on such a testing language, the tutor will be able to model a test without deep programming skills and design a tutoring system independent of the domain. Thus, software reuse is feasible.
The tutoring system's testing component needs a fundamental concept over which it selects questions (Collins, 1996) . Following, it is shown how the previously described testing component can be integrated into the generic tutoring system concept (Brust, 2002 (Brust, , 2004 .
The example implementation uses three sets for the selection mechanism. The first set is a priority queue with question-references from causal links, ordering constraints, and balancing constraints. The second set contains all questions that can initially be called. The third set is a queue that stores the last n questions for the possibility of executing a balancing constraint if necessary. If the first two sets do not contain any element and no balancing constraint has to be executed, the test is considered finished. If a question is called from the balancing constraints queue or from the priority queue, the corresponding question ID will be eliminated from the free selection queue.
Ordering constraint-referenced questions are inserted in the priority queue with a higher priority than causal link-referenced questions. This sanction is necessary because ordering constraint-referenced questions generally have a contextual order and the selection of causal link-referenced questions would interrupt this order of the teaching.
When inserting an element of an ordering constraint into the priority queue, some cases have to be considered. On one hand, the inserting element could be dynamic or static, possibly including a reference list. Elements of dynamic ordering constraints are marked by the attribute orderType. In this dynamic case, one reference has to be chosen randomly and inserted in the priority queue. In the static case, all references are inserted in the priority queue. Insertions of elements of ordering constraints always happen with the priority value HIGHEST_PRIORITY. Here it is important to respect the order of appearance, because the first element of the reference list has to be selected first and so forth. If a question is answered, the question ID will be inserted in the queue for balancing constraints. This queue with the size n can be seen as a memory that can be restored if the condition for executing a balancing constraint is given. In that case, the balancing constraint-queue has highest priority and the other sets maintain their position, until the balancing constraint is finished. There are two conditions to comply with when an ordering constraint is finished. First, the priority queue is empty. Second, the first element of the queue is not equal to HIGHEST_PRIORITY. Practically speaking, the following questions appear: When is a test finished? Normally, tests should be considered finished if all the questions have been answered. Based on dependencies caused by causal links, (dynamic) ordering constraints, and balancing constrains, a test may also be considered finished when all final questions (questions that are the last in the dependency line) have been reached or all questions in one test were correctly answered (Brust, 2002) . Therefore, it is possible to define the end of a test when the following conditions are filled: the priority queue is empty, all questions are answered at least once, and no balancing constraint has to be executed. There are also different polices of how a question can be selected from one of the three sets; for instance, question selection can depend on how often a question was referenced by another question (eventing) or it can depend on the order it was referenced through the test (Brust, 2002) .
Related Work: Fully Adaptive Testing Strategies and Generic Tutoring Systems
Up to now, semi-adaptive testing strategies and tutoring systems have been discussed. This section deals with the possibility of substituting semi-adaptive testing strategies with fully adaptive testing strategies in the proposed generic tutoring system. Second, this section gives an overview of existing tutoring systems that aim toward a generic approach.
Fully Adaptive Testing Strategies
The most sophisticated strategy for computerized adaptive testing involves applying latent trait theory or item response theory to intelligence testing (Urry, 1977; Urry & Dorans, 1981) . The theory provides methods of estimating the difficulty of the item, the discriminating power of the item, and the probability of guessing the correct answer to that item, which are independent of the sample being tested. Once these item parameters are known, the theory provides procedures for: (a) estimating the subject's ability based on his or her response to each item, (b) choosing the optimal test items based on that estimate, and (c) revising that estimate based on responses to each new item. Because the computer continually reevaluates its estimate of the subject's ability and selects optimal items, it is possible to achieve high levels of accuracy in providing estimates of a person's ability using an extremely small set of test questions.
Because of using the introduced XML-based test language with the generic tutoring system concept, it is possible to substitute semi-adaptive testing strategies easily with fully adaptive testing strategies like the item response theory. For this case, extra attributes for estimating the skill of the student, the difficulty of the question, and the probability that the student knows the question, and so forth have to be introduced. With this in mind, the application has to administrate a special database for storing the student's estimated values or it has to change the XML-file dynamically. Concerning this possibility, it is a challenging task to automate the explicit construction of causal links, ordering constraints, and balancing constraints in order to reuse this information in preparing tests.
Generic Tutoring Systems Approaches
Many tutoring systems have been developed and implemented, but that is less expression of enormous inventiveness, and rather a issue of the component utilization. New learning paradigms, new didactical concepts, and different learning domains let researchers and programmers create new tutoring systems. Tutoring systems do not use framework-or component-oriented software normally. Thus, the goal of developing generic tutoring systems has been considered as a main priority by the tutoring system community. In this subsection, some existing systems relevant to the presented work are described.
IDE-Interpreter (Russell, 1988 ) is a planner-based adaptive tutoring system, which automatically generates instructional courses. It uses knowledge structures produced by IDE (Instructional Design Environment) as knowledge sources to guide the process. IDE (Russell et al., 1990 ) is a hypertext-based tool whose aim is to assist the designer in creating a course; for this purpose, the knowledge describing the course's content and structure and the set of rules corresponding to the instructional method must be supplied. Due to the great amount of knowledge that must be specified when generating a course, initial course construction is a complex task for the designer. Nevertheless, once a course is generated, it can be reused or modified. GTE (Generic Tutoring Environment) defines formalism for representing the instructional expertise of experienced human teachers in terms of instructional tasks, methods and objects (Van Marcke, 1992) . The underlying assumption of GTE is that this knowledge is not specific to any individual situation, and can be generally re-applied in a variety of situations or to completely new domains. Instructional tasks are the building blocks of an instructional process; the great majorities are very general. An instructional method is a knowledgebased description of a procedure for carrying out an instructional plan. It includes context-dependent knowledge in order to execute tasks. The objects are instructional primitives manipulated directly by the knowledge sources and the instructional methods. GTE provides a library of instructional tasks, methods and objects that can be used to author a new teaching strategy. It collects the knowledge that human teachers use during the instructional process but lacks a formal theoretical basis. The author argues that existing theories are so weak that they are largely irrelevant for computational purposes.
FITS (Framework for ITSs) (Ikeda & Mizoguchi, 1994 ) is a framework for building ITSs. It is developed to examine what functions can be realized as a domain-independent framework among those that are needed in ITSs. Its final goal is to identify those generic instructional functions and provide a set of building blocks useful to cover essential tasks for teaching. Following expert system technologies, each building block is designed as a domain-independent problem solver for its corresponding generic task. FITS is very oriented to knowledge engineers and does not offer any suitable interface for human teachers who may be non-experts in the computational area.
COCA (CO-operative Classroom Assistant) is a system developed to allow for authoring tutoring systems. It makes a clear distinction between three types of knowledge relevant to the design of a tutoring system (Major & Reichgelt, 1991) . The first type of knowledge concerns the representation of the material to be taught or domain knowledge representation. COCA uses a simple object-oriented representation language by which each fragment of domain knowledge is represented as a frame with a number of user-defined attributes and attributes values. The second type of knowledge, that is, teaching strategy, concerns the way in which the material is to be taught. Finally, COCA includes some meta-strategic knowledge to determine the conditions under which to apply a certain teaching strategy as well as to revise a teaching strategy in the light of previous results. For representing both strategic and meta-strategic knowledge, COCA uses production rules that must be constructed by teachers. The difficulty of specifying a large amount of knowledge with rules is one of the bigger weaknesses attributed to COCA (Major, 1995) . Trying to solve this problem and using COCA as a kernel, REEDEM (Reusable Educational Design Environment and Engineering Methodology) (Major, 1995) offers graphical windows to assist teachers with the task of authoring.
Conclusion and Discussion
It was shown that the results of multiple-choice question examinations are representative of the student's abilities, although the response format does not match the natural language characteristics. Furthermore, it was concluded that multiple-choice question examinations were an entirely adequate assessment tool that additionally affords a very large saving in staff labor. The limitations now centre on the student's responses, which are limited to a prescribed set of multiple choices. Free, creative responses, which one associates with the best of classroom situations, cannot yet be accommodated. Multiple-choice examinations also have the disadvantage that they cannot test the student in a simple problem-solving exercise. However, this can be tested in other ways, for instance via project reports.
One of the principal drawbacks of most group tests is that they must contain items that are appropriate for a wide variety of examinees. Consequently, most group tests contain many items which are either extremely easy or extremely difficult for any particular examinee. Individual tests, such as the StanfordBinet, sometimes include provisions for adapting the test to the apparent ability level of the particular person being tested (e.g., by starting the test at a level slightly below the estimated mental age), but most group tests force each examinee to respond to a number of inappropriately easy or difficult items. The use of computers in testing makes it possible to design group-type tests, which can nevertheless be adapted to the responses of the individual taking the test.
In principle, all of the various methods of adaptive testing are similar to the method employed in the Stanford-Binet. First, the examiner (or the computer) must use some data to estimate the subject's ability. Because of this estimate, test questions must be chosen that seem appropriate for that ability level, omitting questions that are either too easy or too difficult for the subject in question. Using the Stanford-Binet, the tutor first estimates the entry level based on test scores, and then establishes a subject's ceiling level on the basis of test responses. Computerized adaptive testing provides an alternative strategy, which includes continually estimating a subject's level of ability, choosing specific items which are appropriate for that level, and using re-sponses to those items to revise and sharpen the estimate of a subject's ability (Weiss & Davidson, 1981) . These fully adaptive testing strategies have been used in many tutoring systems. In spite of their advantages, they also suffer from disadvantages. For example, training time is necessary for estimating the student's ability and the items difficulty. Additionally, the tutor who designs the course has the domain expertise to determine how and if two varying questions stand in contextual correlation. Methods have been offered to the tutor enabling him or her to use this meta-knowledge to adapt the test design without deep programming knowledge. As shown, the presented semi-adaptive testing strategies tackle these problems.
Furthermore, it becomes clear that using an XML-specified language to realize semi-adaptive testing strategies in a generic tutoring system removes three main deficiencies in tutoring system design. (1) An XML-specified language for tests in Web-based learning environments offers a standard for testing. (2) Based on this specification, the tutor is able to design a test without deeper programming knowledge. For this reason, the efficiency of interference mechanisms methods for accessing domain knowledge was given up. (3) A tutoring systemindependent domain design is possible. Practically, it was very simple to create functionality in a generic tutoring system for semi-adaptive testing strategies with XML. However, it also raised conflicts by allowing several testing strategies into one test, particularly when an ordering constraint loses its priority by interaction with a balancing constraint. It is possible that a future investigation could find a good tradeoff between both the technical and the educational points of view.
